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Ballantyne paints “Fritz” Hollings as “construc‐
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premises of a segregated society.

tively conservative.” In chronicling Hollings’s
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“gradual but peaceful” departure from his home‐

is portrayed by Ballantyne appropriately as the

land’s segregated past, Ballantyne finds that his

precursor of a political landscape altered irrevo‐

attitude was scarcely affected after World War II

cably by the growth of the Republican Party in the
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Haynsworth to the Supreme Court, the creation of
the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Ad‐
ministration (NOAA), and his several probes of
various federal and state antihunger programs.
The latter provides a unique opportunity to exam‐
ine how Hollings created a unique image as a
modern moderate to conservative Democrat, all
the while accommodating the African Americans
and union members who formed an ever growing
proportion of his state’s Democratic coalition.
With the last thirty years of Hollings’s career,
arguably his most impactful, confined to but 14
pages of a 149-page narrative, there remains a
need for a more complete and definitive biogra‐
phy of this last South Carolinian to seek the presi‐
dency. Even so, Ballantyne has provided a solid
discussion of how the most durable South Caroli‐
na politico of the generation that came to man‐
hood during the Second World War evolved on is‐
sues involving race, the central reality of Palmetto
State politics from its inception in the seventeenth
century until the present.
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